
 

 

ATOMIC HERITAGE 
 
Session comments by Per Högselius 
 

• Wonderful session with a strongly transnational flair, featuring presentations 
covering US, Russian, Swedish, Italian, French, German, Swiss cases 

• For most people something unexpected: that nuclear energy can be analyzed 
as “heritage”. But this surprising revelation is precisely what makes it so 
intriguing as a field of study! 

• Interesting argument that heritage people, who have so far not dealt very 
much with nuclear things, can in fact learn a lot from engaging with nuclear 
heritage.  

• Tension between ”legacy” and ”heritage” 
o Andrei Stsiapanou: in this case the focus is mostly on “legacy”, but more 

forward-looking into the possibilities – an unusual glimpse into the 
Russian world of regulations and technologies and geologies for 
managing radioactive waste. Interesting to see how Russian actors take 
this on in a very pragmatic a way: “we can handle this” etc.  

o Anna Storm and Egle: here the main part is about “heritage”, following 
nicely in a research tradition that comes from outside the nuclear field, 
very consciously aware of heritage discourses in the industrial field 
more generally (and also beyond industry). And yet the heritage focus 
gets mixed with legacies, most clearly so in the Moscow case, where 
radioactive materials are still physically present in the heritagized sites. 

o Tatiana Kasperski: here “legacy” and “heritage” meet each other in one 
and the same Russian word, nasledie. Very interesting shift in 
interpretation by the Russian state, seemingly making use of this 
linguistic circumstance. Reinterpreting problematic legacies in the 
nuclear field, turning them into proud nuclear heritage, and also 
pointing to the problematic legacies and sacrifices and tragedies as part 
and parcel of a necessary evil, without which the Soviet Union and 
Russia could not have become as great as they did become.  

o Florence Fröhlig: in this paper the legacy/heritage dimension is not 
really at the centre, but that doesn’t make it less interesting. Very nice 
historical twist: how cross-border cooperation in nuclear power 
construction turned into cross-border cooperation in anti-nuclear 
activism. Another intriguing geographical aspect is how the state 
supposedly sought to contain the environmental movement precisely by 
locating the Fessenheim plant to a peripheral French region. Very 
promising transnational analysis, of a kind that I would like to see much 
more in nuclear energy studies.  

o Elisabetta Bini: this is an intriguing contribution with some nice 
similarities and parallels to Florence’s case. It’s not transnational, but 
it’s very much like the Fessenheim story in its emphasis on nuclear 
energy in a river basin setting and also in the interaction between 
nuclear energy and agricultural interests. Really very revealing and 
fascinating story. After 1973 oil shock, and after 1975 again, with rising 
oil prices, Italy decided to relaunch its nuclear programme, which had 
somewhat fallen behind worldwide, Italy initially having been one of the 
world leaders. Trino Vercellese… on the Po… rise farmers needed a lot 
of water for growing! 1981 new nuclear plan in response to second oil 



 

 

shock. Build three new NPPs in various regions, especially in north. 
Economic problems, Fiat… Farmers and rice growers again had main 
role in leading protests… Largest demonstrations ever in Italy in 1985-
86, just before Chernobyl. Great story! 

o Davide Orsini: nuclear waste at centre and thus the “legacy” dimension: 
scandals, conflicts over the remnants of a half-forgotten past. I love 
these two case studies: Leaking ships in the Mediterranean and then the 
EUREX Center, Saluggia, Piedmont (actually just next to the Trino site 
that Elisabetta focused quite a lot on). Then permanent repository: 
should fit with beauty of Italian heritage… Maybe the Italian 
government should learn from Putin…? Turning nuclear waste legacies 
into proud nuclear heritage challenges, mobilizing the memories of the 
glorious nuclear past that Elisabetta briefly touched upon, Italy having 
once upon a time been one of the world leaders in nuclear technology. 

• Past nuclear things mobilized in the present time for a diversity of interests: 
o Historians and archeologists: for these people nuclear facilities are 

interesting in their own right as heritage sites, on par with cathedrals 
and castles and so on; 

o Environmentalists: heritage as a way of keeping the memory of things 
that should definitely never ever be repeated, the nuclear era as a long 
nightmare that we should wake up from but at the same time remember 

o Geopolitical interests: Russia using nuclear heritage as a tool in 
increasing its prestige in the international arena, but also domestically 
by the government, reminding Russians of their glorious Cold War past 

o Business interests? A bit lacking in these presentations?  

• Astonishing perspectives on risk as something that partly evolves over time, 
partly belongs to the past, partly bounces back and reappears in the 
consciousness of our own era, being “staged”, as Egle put it.  

• Related to this: can something be dangerous and more generally “active” at the 
same time as it is also heritage? Cf. cathedrals!  


